Community structure detection is one of the major research areas of network science and it is particularly useful for large real networks applications. This work presents a deep study of the most discussed algorithms for community detection based on modularity measure: Newman's spectral method using a fine-tuning stage and the method of Clauset, Newman, and Moore (CNM) with its variants. The computational complexity of the algorithms is analysed for the development of a high performance code to accelerate the execution of these algorithms without compromising the quality of the results, according to the modularity measure. The implemented code allows the generation of partitions with modularity values consistent with the literature and it overcomes 1 million nodes with Newman's spectral method. The code was applied to a wide range of real networks and the performances of the algorithms are evaluated.
Introduction
Community detection is of great interest in the field of complex networks and its study has been subject of many works [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . A consensual notion about the characterization of a community in a network is a subset of nodes with great internal density and low external density.
Several works can be found in the literature analyzing and comparing different measures for quality of partitions. For instance, in the work of Yang and Leskovec [7] , the authors investigate the suitability of several measures to characterize ground-truth based communities. The work of Moradi et al. [8] compares different quality functions regarding their ability to classify useful and spam messages in an email network.
Currently, modularity, proposed by Newman and Girvan [9] , is the most widely adopted measure for the assessment of the quality of communities in networks. To a particular community, modularity can be understood, in a general way, as the difference between the fraction of edges inside the community and the fraction of edges expected by a random version of the network, preserving the degree distribution of the nodes.
In one of the first works with the purpose of investigating community structures in networks, Girvan and Newman [10] propose a method based on edge centrality [11] , able to handle small-scale networks (up to 1000 nodes). Later, Newman proposes a modularity based heuristic method, able to handle networks on a larger scale (up to hundreds of thousands of nodes) [12] . In order to adapt the heuristic method to large scale networks, Clauset et al. define, thus, a methodology which allows it to be executed more efficiently [1] .
In a different direction, some works use approximate optimization methods for community detection in complex networks based on the modularity measure [13, 14] , such as Newman's work [15] , which proposes a relaxed optimization method based on spectral graph theory [16] .
Recently, there has been great discussion about some negative aspects in the use of modularity as a measure of the quality of the division of a network in communities. The 2 Mathematical Problems in Engineering work of Fortunato and Barthélemy is worth mentioning [17] , which verifies that the modularity can fail in the identification of intuitive communities (for instance, cliques of nodes). This problem is broadly addressed in the literature [4, [18] [19] [20] and frequently related as the resolution limit problem. Another aspect which is important to point out in the use of modularity is the fact that some communities can show high modularity values, even with just few variations from random connections, as observed by Guimerà et al. [21] and also discussed by Kehagias [22] . Furthermore, one must consider the fact that very distinct partitions can lead to similar modularity values, as discussed by Good et al. [18] , which is a drawback in the use of modularity.
The discussion concerning the use of the modularity as a measure of the quality of partitions, introduced by the aspects previously mentioned, is of primary importance in the community detection area. Nevertheless, several works as [4, 18, 20] discuss that modularity is still a very appropriate measure for the assessment of community structures in networks and emphasize the importance of the investigation on methods for modularity maximization.
Currently, the growing possibility of storing and processing data in high performance computing environments raises the demand for the analysis of increasingly larger networks, with million (or even billion) nodes. A great challenge set in the complex networks area is the identification of communities in large scale networks.
There is a great demand for computational methods that are capable of detecting community structure in large scale networks and this is currently one of the most important problems in the area of complex networks. Several works can be found in the literature with the purpose of proposing and studying such methods and, among them, [1, 2, 4, 9, 15, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] can be cited.
The method of Clauset, Newman, and Moore (CNM) can be considered one of the most important methods for community detection in networks and, currently, it is one of the most studied methods with this purpose. Some modifications can be found in the literature in order to accelerate its execution and make it possible to investigate larger networks, including the works of Wakita and Tsurumi [28] , LeonSuematsu and Yuta [4] , and Danon et al. [24] . Another important heuristic method for community detection in large scale networks is reported in the work of Blondel et al. [29] , which uses an agglomerative multistep process during its execution. Currently, there has been a great interest in nonparametric methods, which aim at adjusting networks to statistic models, according to its structural properties.
This work aims at the investigation of the computational issues of methods for community detection which enable them to deal with large scale networks. Two of the most adopted modularity based methods for community detection are addressed: the spectral method of Newman [15] combined with a variation of the Kernighan-Lin method [30] , which is called fine-tuning, and the method of Clauset, Newman, and Moore (CNM) [1] . Some variations on the fine-tuning stage are also proposed in order to accelerate its execution without harming the quality of the result obtained.
The computational implementation of the studied methods is discussed in respect of the computational complexity of the algorithms. The implemented algorithms are used to qualitative and quantitative comparative study of the spectral method of Newman and the CNM method, adjusting their application to large scale networks. All of the developed code is freely available for download on the web, in Github repository (http://www.github.com/vfvieira/).
The remainder of the work is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the problem of community detection and the methods addressed in this work. In Section 3, the main computational issues concerning the implementation of the methods are presented. The experiments performed, as well as the obtained results and discussion, are presented in Section 4. Section 5 presents some conclusions and future works.
Community Detection in Networks

Problem Statement.
A community structure in a network can be identified when there is a division of the network in groups with high density of internal connections and, at the same time, low density of external connections. The community sense becomes more evident as the difference between the intragroup and intergroup increases. Thus, it is a central concern to quantify the quality of a particular division of the network in communities.
Consider a graph (V, E) where V represents the set of nodes and E represents the set of edges. In this work, the edges of the graph are unweighted and undirected. Thus, the graph is represented by an adjacency matrix A, where an element A = 1, if a node V is connected to a node V and A = 0, otherwise.
A community structure C is defined as a partition of V in communities:
where each community C ⊂ V is a subset of nodes of such as
Equations (2) determine that a community structure defines a partition of the set of nodes, such that there is no overlap between the communities. Alternatively, several approaches that consider the overlapping of communities can be found in the literature [7, 31] .
The quality of a community structure can be assessed by modularity, a measure proposed by Newman and Girvan [6] , which considers the difference between the fraction of edges in a community and the fraction of edges expected by a network with the same degree distribution, but randomly placed.
Consider as the number of edges in the network and k as the degree vector, where k is the degree of a node V . The Mathematical Problems in Engineering 3 number of connections expected between all pairs of nodes inside the same community is (1/2) ∑ (k k /2 ) ( , ), where = denotes that the node V belongs to the community C and (⋅, ⋅) is the Kronecker delta, which returns 1 if the operands are equal and 0 otherwise. The factor 1/2 is used to avoid double counting of edges.
Modularity of a community structure can be defined as
From the definition of modularity, it can be said that, for a particular network, a community structure that corresponds to the maximum value of modularity is the best partition of the set of nodes. Based on this principle, one has an important motivation for the modularity maximization for solving the community detection problem in complex networks. Modularity optimization in networks has been subject of several works in the literature, including [4, 15, 24, 27-29, 32, 33] .
This work focuses on two of them: the spectral method of Newman and the heuristic method of Clauset, Newman, and Moore. The next sections are dedicated to such methods.
Spectral Optimization of Modularity.
The spectral approach was applied by Newman and Girvan to the community detection problem [6] and, to this end, they define a modularity matrix B, in which each element B can be defined as
Considering the division of the network in just two generic communities C = {C 1 , C 2 }, the communities can be represented such that each node belongs to a vector s ∈ {−1, 1} , and s = +1 if V ∈ C 1 and s = −1 if V ∈ C 2 , redefining modularity (3) in terms of B as
Relaxing the vector s in a vector u which allows any real number, the solution of the modularity maximization problem can be obtained by solving the eigenproblem
where 1 is the largest eigenvalue of B and u 1 is its corresponding eigenvector. For the sake of simplicity, 1 and u 1 will be treated, respectively, as and u for the remainder of the work. The solution of (6) maximizes the approximation = u Bu. From that, the community structure is defined by the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of B, according to the signal of u: the nodes corresponding to the positive elements of u are assigned to a group and the nodes corresponding to the negative elements of u are assigned to the other group, which can be better described aŝ
This method is known in the literature as Newman's bisection method, which aims at dividing a network into two communities (generically defined as C 1 and C 2 ), and can be summarized by the following steps: calculate the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of the modularity matrix; assign the nodes to the communities according to the sign of the elements (positive elements are assigned to a community C 1 and negative elements are assigned to the other community C 2 ).
In order to generalize the method for the division of the network in several communities, the maximization of modularity can be performed in a successive bisection process. Thus, the method evaluates if there is a gain in the modularity obtained from the division of the network (or a community), and if convenient, a division of the nodes into two subsets is done. In a recursive process, the method evaluates if it is convenient to divide each of the two subsets, and if the division increases the modularity, the operation is performed. The process stops when there is no division in which the modularity will be increased.
However, the strategy of simply removing the vertices which connect two communities and applying the method to each community leads to an essential mistake in definition of the modularity. As defined by (3), modularity to be maximized must consider the whole network.
In this sense, Newman defines a community modularity matrix B (C ) , which concerns only a particular community, C in this case, and can be defined as
Then, Newman defines a measure Δ which evaluates the modularity variation caused by the division of a generic community C and can be written as
This definition allows the method to be applied to any generic community, since the sum of the rows of B (C ) is still zero and Δ is also zero when the community remains undivided.
In summary, generalized Newman's method works as follows: the communities are repeatedly divided according to the signs of the leading eigenvector of its corresponding modularity matrix; when a division does not result in a positive change in Δ for a community, it must remain undivided; when there is no community in which the division increases Δ , the process is finished. Algorithm 1 shows an algorithm for generalized Newman's method.
Calculate the modularity matrix B for C ; (8) Find the eigenvector u related to the largest algebraic eigenvalue of B (6); // Will split community C in C and C ; (9) C ← {⊘}; (10) C ← {⊘}; (11) foreach element of u do (12) if ⩾ 0 then (13) s ← +1; 
Kernighan-Lin Method for Community Detection.
Even though Newman's spectral method leads to high quality communities, it can be substantially improved when postprocessing to each bisection is performed, as suggested by Newman [15] . Newman proposes a variation in the method of Kernighan-Lin, a well known graph partitioning method, which allows it to be applied to the communities bisection problem, which is called fine-tuning stage. The main importance of Kenrnighan-Lin method does not lie in the method itself but in its combination to Newman's spectral method.
The original formulation of Kernighan-Lin method [34] differs from the method for community detection in some aspects. In the graph partitioning problem, the method aims at the minimization of the cut size and a constraint on the size of each group may be respected. In the community detection problem, the quantity to be optimized is modularity, which must be maximized, and the sizes of the communities are unconstrained.
Kernighan-Lin method is based on a very intuitive notion of division of nodes in groups and works with an initial division of the node set in two generic subsets C and C , which can be performed randomly or in a convenient way (in the case of the method used as fine-tuning for Newman's spectral method, the initialization of the groups is performed by the division obtained as the solution of (6)). Among all the nodes, the method finds which node that, when moved (from C to C or from C to C ), causes the largest increase (or the least decrease) to the modularity. These operations are performed repeatedly, with the constraint that each node can be moved only once. The method finds, among all the intermediate states, the one which leads to the largest modularity value.
Algorithm 2 shows the steps for the execution of Kernighan-Lin method adapted to community detection.
Method of Clauset, Newman, and Moore (CNM).
The method of Clauset, Newman, and Moore (CNM) [1] is a heuristic method aiming at the fast identification of communities, suited for large scale networks. CNM is one of the most cited methods in the literature which focuses on dealing with large networks. As CNM is a greedy heuristic method, its application may lead to partitions which differs from the optimal solution, and, in many cases, modularity obtained is much lesser than the values found by other methods.
Input: Network = (V, E); Two communities C and C ; A division vector s (7) Output: Two communities C e C ; A division vector s (after post-processing)
element of vector s if element not moved yet then (8) Evaluates gain when moving from C to C (or from C to C ); The algorithm, proposed by Newman [12] , according to its original description (later improved by Clauset et al. [1] ), initially associates each node of the network with a community. Then, it repeatedly combines the communities of which the union produces the highest increase to the modularity of the community structure.
The method aims at finding the combination of communities that results in the largest increase in and then performs such operation. That is, the method finds the pair of communities C and C that leads to the highest modularity value when combined. Such value can be interpreted as an affinity measure between two generic communities C and C ; thus it aims at finding two similar communities so that they can be joined [24] .
CNM method uses an agglomerative strategy and, considering a network with nodes (and consequently unary initial communities), after − 1 combinations the result is only one community containing all the nodes, and the algorithm stops.
Newman [12] proposes a strategy to evaluate the gain obtained by the union of two generic communities C and C , taking an × matrix as basis (which, initially, will be identical to the adjacency matrix). The union of two communities C and C corresponds to the substitution of the − ℎ and − ℎ lines (and columns) of the matrix by their sums. However, as shown by Clauset et al. [1] , the sparsity of the matrix results in a memory waste and a high execution cost to apply the union of communities over the complete lines/columns. Thus, Clauset et al. propose a matrix M in order to store the modularity gain caused by the union of two generic communities C and C , keeping just the elements M linked by at least one edge [1] . That is, M only stores the elements M (the modularity gain obtained by the union of C and C ) when the communities are connected. The elements M of M are initialized as
where d is a vector which stores the sum of the degrees of the nodes belonging to a community C and the elements d are defined as
After calculating the initial value of M, the method performs successive unions of communities (updating the matrix M for each union), until no more gain in the modularity can be obtained. For the union of a particular pair of communities C and C (where the resulting community is stored as C ), only the line and the column indexed by must be updated. In addition, the line and the column indexed by must be removed, since community C no longer exists. Thus, Clauset et al. define a set of rules to update the whole matrix M with respect to the connectivity of communities C and C , which are being combined, to other communities C [1] :
CNM method can be described by the steps presented by Algorithm 3.
Variation of Danon, Diaz, and Arenas (DDA).
Variations on CNM can be found in the literature, some of them aiming at improving the modularity obtained and some of them aiming at the reduction of the execution time (possibly harming the quality of the partition). Among them, the variation of Danon, Diaz, and Arenas (DDA) [24] can be highlighted and is primarily motivated by the difference between the size of the communities obtained by the community detection methods.
By analysing how the sizes of communities generated by CNM affect the efficiency of the algorithm, Danon, Diaz, and Arenas noticed that some of the method features lead it to a typical behaviour. At the beginning of the execution, each community has only one node. Thus, based on (10), modularity gain is higher for the combination corresponding to the least degrees product. As these communities are joined, the resulting community will absorb a community adjacent to the previously joined communities. The growing community tends to increasingly absorb the adjacent nodes, leading the process to form a few large groups, and this happens specially in networks with a high clustering coefficient.
In order to avoid this behaviour, DDA propose a simple modification in the choice of communities C and C to be combined (line 5 of Algorithm 3), the normalization of M by the number of connections in the communities:
This modification only affects the choice of communities to be combined and not the variation of modularity obtained in a particular stage and the real number of M must be calculated. It is important to notice that this measure is asymmetric; that is, M DDA ̸ = M DDA , which is not a problem, since both M and M are considered.
Danon et al. highlight that, in the earlier iterations of CNM, the original method shows higher modularity values [24] . However, as the execution proceeds, the modification of DDA tends to provide higher quality partitions.
The need to calculate the real value of M, theoretically, can lead to an increase in the execution time. However, in practice, as it will be discussed in Section 3.3, a fewer number of unions must be performed, since the communities sizes are more balanced. This leads to a significant reduction in the execution time.
Computational Issues and Implementation of Community Detection Methods
This section aims at describing in detail the implementation of the method of Clauset, Newman, and Moore and Newman's spectral method performed in this work. Computational issues and relevant design decisions considered in the development of the algorithms are presented. Thus, the aspects described in this section actually cause a significant impact on the algorithms results, both from quality and execution complexity points of view. The methods were chosen aiming at the definition of a set of computational tools which are able to deal with the modularity optimization for community detection under different approaches: divisive × agglomerative; heuristic solution × relaxed solution.
The methods were all implemented with free software, aiming at letting them in fair comparison conditions. In order to do this, as far as possible, a set of appropriate data structures and computational tools were adopted.
The implemented code is freely available in Github repository and can be accessed in http://www.github.com/vfvieira/.
Newman's Spectral Method.
Newman's spectral method for community detection was implemented in ANSI C language with the scientific library PETSc (Portable, Extensible Toolkit for Scientific Computation) [35] , which includes a set of mathematical routines and data structure for the implementation of large scale serial or parallel scientific applications. In this work, PETSc version 3.3 was used (http://www.mcs.anl.gov/petsc/).
One of the major concerns in the development of the computational tool relates to matrix data storage, since real world networks are frequently highly sparse [36] . In this work, compressed sparse row (CSR) storage scheme was adopted, the most widely used scheme for sparse matrices [36] . CSR uses three vectors to store values. Considering a matrix with lines and nonzero elements, a CSR matrix uses a vector V with elements, which stores sequentially the nonzero elements, a vector with elements which stores the columns of each element of A, and a vector with + 1 elements, which stores the index of the element in V which is the first nonzero element of each line.
Another central concern is the calculation of the dominant eigenvector performed at each bisection. In this work, power method was used, which corresponds to a sequence of matrix-vector multiplications and, according to Heath [37] , it is one of the most simple and direct approaches for obtaining the dominant eigenvalue, which is enough for the scope of this work.
Regarding time complexity, a matrix-vector multiplication costs (
2 ) when performed in a simple way. However, considering a sparse matrix, such as a network, the multiplication can be performed in ( ), where is the number of nonzero elements of the matrix.
In order to calculate the computational cost of the whole method, the number of iterations for the convergence of the eigenvalue in the power method must be considered. In the worst case scenario, this number can reach , which makes the power method run in ( ). In practice, however, this value can be much lower. In other words, power method tends to run in ( 2 ) when executed in a dense matrix and tends to run in ( ) when executed in a sparse matrix.
Thus, a major problem in the calculation of the dominant eigenvector of modularity matrix B arises from the fact that B is not a sparse matrix and, frequently, all of its elements are nonzero even when the network is sparse. To overcome this, Newman [15] proposes the multiplication Bx, where x is the vector to which the dominant eigenvector will converge, to be performed on a sparse matrix. In order to do this, the operation is based on (4) (which defines the modularity matrix B), and the multiplication Bx can be written as
The first term Ax is a multiplication of the vector x by a sparse matrix, which can be executed in ( ). The second term corresponds to an inner product, which is executed in ( ). Thus, whole Bx multiplication is performed in ( + ). Considering that multiplications are needed by the process to converge to the dominant eigenvalue, the total time for the eigenvector calculation is executed in ( ). Then, in the case of a sparse network, the execution time complexity is similar to ( 2 ). In a case in which the network is divided into more than two parts, as in most real situations, the division is repeated until the components can no longer be divided. The execution time depends, then, on the depth of the division tree. In the worst case, this depth is linear in ; however, in a more realistic case, the depth of the tree is log . Thus, the total algorithm execution time for community detection in networks is ( 2 log ) for a sparse network. Another problem, which arises when the power method is applied to B, is that Newman's method uses the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of B. However, power method converges to the dominant eigenvector, that is, the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue with the largest magnitude (and it is not guaranteed the the largest eigenvalue in magnitude is the largest algebraic eigenvalue).
To overcome this problem, a shift can be performed in the eigenvalue problem, using the eigenvalue with the largest module. Thus, after the application of the power method to B, the dominant eigenvalue is obtained. If is positive, then the dominant eigenvalue coincides with the largest eigenvalue and its corresponding eigenvector is taken. Otherwise, is the least algebraic eigenvalue of B and a shift can be performed in B. Power method is then performed over B + (| |/2)I, where I is the identity matrix. The method will converge to the desired eigenvector, since the eigenvectors of B are preserved, even with the shift. Thus, if the process described by (14) converges to an eigenvector corresponding to a negative dominant eigenvalue, the iterative process can be defined over Ax − (k(k x)/2 ) + (| |/2)I.
Computational Issues on the Implementation of the Fine-Tuning
Stage. An important stage in Newman's spectral method implemented in this work is fine-tuning, which uses Kernighan-Lin method as postprocessing after each bisection performed, which is essential to assure the good quality of the communities obtained. In the work where fine-tuning is proposed [15] , Newman does not define a methodology for its implementation, which is done in this section.
The fine-tuning stage must identify, among all nodes in the network, the one that, when moved between communities, causes the largest increase in the modularity. Direct use of (9) for each of the calculations leads to a high computational cost in the execution and, thus, Sun et al.
propose an alternative solution. Instead of calculating the modularity of a division after a node is moved with (9), only the modularity variation caused by moving such node is calculated, and the node associated with the highest value is then chosen. The variation obtained by moving a node V can be described as
Input: A network = (V, E); Two communities C and C ; A division vector s (7); Number of nodes to be moved Output: Two communities C and C ; A division vector s (after moving nodes) (1)
Calculate if is moved from C to C (or from C to C ) with (15) where s is calculated from the eigenvector obtained from a bisection in Newman's method.
Going beyond in the purpose of speeding up the execution of Newman's method, the implemented fine-tuning only performs the product B s once at each node moving, in order to avoid computational waste. Moreover, the algorithm verifies if it is really necessary to update B s, which is only made when moving a node causes a positive variation in the modularity.
As defined for the other stages in Newman's spectral method, the value of matrix B is not explicitly calculated in the fine-tuning stage. Thus, the fine-tuning uses a strategy similar to the one used for the calculation of the dominant eigenvalue. Therefore, in any of the steps during the execution of Newman's spectral method, it is necessary to store the dense matrix B, making the described tool very efficient regarding memory.
Algorithm 4 presents the steps for the execution of the fine-tuning stage considering the aspects previously mentioned.
Following the traditional approach for the fine-tuning stage, at each operation, the node whose moving causes the highest increase (or least decrease) in modularity is chosen, which is made for all the nodes of the network. That is, the value of is (line 5 of Algorithm 4). During the execution of the fine-tuning stage, there is an implicit ordination of each node regarding its attachment to the corresponding community. In the early iterations, finetuning will move the nodes which are less attached to their corresponding communities. After some permutations, only the nodes which are more attached to their communities will remain to be moved. It was verified by means of preliminary experiments that, at a certain point of the process, the probability is low that a node permutation results in a modularity gain.
This work proposes a reduction in the number of nodes to be moved in the fine-tuning stage. Two strategies were tested in this work: the permutation of 10% of the nodes and the permutation of 20% of the nodes in the fine-tuning stage. In order to do this, the values /10 and /5 were assigned to (line 5 of Algorithm 4). A comparative study of the results obtained by the different parameters for the fine-tuning stage is presented in Section 4.
The computational tool for the implemented Newman spectral method with fine-tuning stage and the proposed variation is freely available for download in Github repository, in http://www.github.com/vfvieira/newman.
Computational Issues on CNM Implementation.
The method of Clauset, Newman, and Moore (CNM) was implemented in ANSI C, without any external library. The variation of CNM proposed by Danon, Diaz, and Arenas (CNM-DDA) was also implemented.
In the work where CNM is proposed [12] , the author uses a matrix M to store the modularity gain obtained when two generic communities C and C are combined. As the method proceeds successive communities joins, the lines of M related to C and C are successively combined. When the method is applied to real world networks, it is easy to notice that there is a great computational waste regarding memory usage (caused by the storage of null elements) and execution time (caused by the combination of null columns in both combined communities).
As presented in Section 2.3, Clauset et al. argue that when two communities are combined, it is only necessary to update the columns of M when at least one of the involved communities has nonzero elements and, to this end, the authors define (12) [1] . This solution avoids the network sparsity to increase the execution time when updating M.
In order to take advantage of the sparsity of M regarding memory usage as well, an immediate and naive idea is to use CSR storage scheme, as done in Newman's method. However, the CSR storage requires the nonzero structure to be preserved, which is not the case of M, where null elements may be filled when two communities are joined. A reasonable solution is to store each nonzero element of M in a balanced binary tree [1] . Particularly, this work uses AVL balanced binary trees to store the elements. Thus, insertions and deletions are performed in (log ).
At each iteration of CNM method, a pair of communities C and C must be picked to be combined. A naive implementation must seek for the best pair of communities among each line of M (stored as an AVL tree), which can be computationally expensive. Thus, Clauset et al. [1] propose to use, for each line, a max-heap, which is able to return the largest element in (1) [38] . Further considerations regarding the computational complexity of CNM will be made in Section 3.3.
However, as highlighted by the authors [1] , a simpler implementation using only one max-heap structure can be more efficient. In this case, when two generic lines, for instance, indexed by and (corresponding to C and C , resp.) are joined, the method seeks for the communities C adjacent to C and C if its value in the heap is M or M . If so, the value is updated. The present work implements the approach of using only one max-heap for the entire matrix M, which is performed with an array.
The computational tool for the implemented CNM method with DDA variation is freely available for download in Github repository, in http://www.github.com/ vfvieira/cnm.
Comparison of Studied Methods.
This section presents a comparative overview of the methods studied in this work, in order to provide a summary of references, main properties, positive and negative aspects, and computational complexity. This comparison aims to facilitate the discussion and the analysis of results presented in the next section.
Even though the methods studied in this work have the same purpose-modularity optimization-they are very distinct regarding the manner they use to do it, and some considerations can be made.
Newman's method works on a divisive approach based on spectral graph theory for community detection. It was presented by Newman and Girvan [6] and it is based on the optimization of a relaxed version of modularity function (presented by (3)) in which the solution vector s of (5) can assume any value (as in (7)). The solution of the optimization problem can be obtained by the eigenvector related to the largest eigenvalue of B, the modularity matrix (whose elements are defined by (4)).
The computational cost of Newman's spectral method can be calculated, primarily, as a combination of two elements: computation of eigenvalue u related to the largest algebraic eigenvalue of B (line 7 of Algorithm 1) and the depth of the execution, obtained by the number of divisions in the network. Finding an eigenvector of a dense matrix (for instance, B) costs ( 3 ) in a worst case scenario ( matrixvector multiplications, each one running in ( 2 )). However, the calculation can be performed on a sparse matrix, which runs in ( + ), as presented by (14) , reducing the cost of the operation to (( + ) ), if iterations are needed to the eigenvalue to converge (which can be simplified to ( )). Considering that ∼ and log divisions will be performed during the entire bisection process, the computational cost of Newman's method is, theoretically, ( 2 log ). Newman's spectral method is based on an elegant mathematical definition of the community detection problem and it is reported in the literature as a high quality method for community detection. However, when a very simple greedy approach is applied at each bisection, in a fine-tuning stage, the quality of the partitions found is significantly improved. Thus, the fine-tuning stage has also an important role in the algorithm for community detection implemented in this work. It is based on a variation of Kernighan-Lin method [34] , originally designed for graph partitioning problems and adapted for community detection problem [6] . In order to do this, the constraints regarding the sizes of the groups are removed. The objective function is also adapted (from the minimization of the cut size to the maximization of the modularity).
In order to calculate the overall computational cost of the implemented method, the steps of the fine-tuning, presented in Algorithm 4, will be separately investigated. For each element of s which has not been moved, must be calculated by (15) , which performs an inner product involving s and the − ℎ line of B (line 14 of Algorithm 4). However, in order to make a better use of the computational resources, this operation is replaced by the previous calculation of B s (line 7 of Algorithm 4). Again, a matrix-vector multiplication involving B must be performed but, as defined by (14) , it can be executed in a sparse structure and, thus, this operation is executed in ( ). The product B s must be executed only when Δ is updated, which may vary from once (when no swap increases the modularity value) to times (when all swaps increase the modularity value). In a realistic scenario, a low number of swaps actually increase the quality of the partition, and the computational complexity of this stage can be stated as ( log ). Also, calculation of must be performed only for the elements which have not been moved yet, which decays at each iteration and can be considered as log . Considering, yet, that these operations must be performed times (where is the number of nodes swapped in the fine-tuning stage), the overall computational complexity of fine-tuning may vary from ( (( ) + (log ))) to ( (( ) + (log ))) (or ( (( log ) + (log ))) in a quite realistic scenario). The computational time for Newman's method with the finetuning stage is ([ 2 log ]+ [ (( log )+(log ))]). Finetuning does not increase the complexity order of the method but, still, it increases the execution time, setting a trade-off between complexity and quality.
An agglomerative greedy heuristic method for community detection was proposed by Newman [12] , which starts with unary communities and, at each step, joins the pair of communities that causes the largest increase in the modularity . Using a matrix to store the values, each of the steps of the algorithm is executed in ( + ), resulting in a computational complexity of ( + ). Based on Newman's heuristic method, Clauset, Newman, and Moore (CNM) propose a method [1] which, making use of proper data structures to store the values, can substantially reduce the cost of the execution. CNM method is not as elegant as Newman's method, but it shows lower execution complexity when compared to Newman's method, which enables it, theoretically, to be applied to larger networks. As previously reported, this work uses AVL binary trees to store the values, in which an average search can be executed in log . Joining two communities (line 6 of Algorithm 3) can, then, be performed in (log 2 ). However, one of the authors argues that this complexity is underestimated in practical scenarios and the implementation of CNM method behaves as ( log 2 ) only if the agglomerations are performed in a balanced way (http://cs.unm.edu/∼ aaron/blog/archives/2007/02/fastmodularity.htm).
The methodology proposed by Danon, Diaz-Guilera, and Arenas (CNM-DDA) [24] modifies the CNM method in order to prioritize the combination of balanced communities. As reported by the authors, this modification harms the modularity values in the first iterations, since the greedy characteristic of the CNM is affected in favour of balanced communities. The modification of DDA requires the calculation of the modularity gain, which, at a first glance, appears to increase the execution time. However, as it will be noticed in Section 4, the balanced combinations reduce significantly the execution time.
Experiments and Discussion
This section presents the results obtained by the application of the methods described in Section 3 to a set of 24 real world networks, frequently used as benchmarks in network community structure studies. All the experiments were executed in a PC laptop with an Intel Core i7 2.3 GHz 64 bit CPU and 8 Gb RAM running Ubuntu 12.10. Table 1 shows a descriptive summary of the main features of the networks: number of nodes ( ), number of edges ( ), average degree (̂), and average clustering coefficient (ĉc). A brief description of each of the networks is also presented.
The experiments performed refer to the execution of community detection methods, following the methodology presented in Section 3. The method of Clauset, Newman, and Moore (CNM) was explored due to its quality, efficiency, and high number of citations in the literature considering heuristic methods for community detection in large scale networks. Moreover, the modification of Danon, Diaz, and Arenas (CNM-DDA) was also implemented, due to the quality of the results reported in its original work [24] . Newman's spectral method (Newman) , reported in the literature as a method which results in high quality partitions, was also implemented in combination with the fine-tuning stage (based on Kernighan-Lin method), using different values of nodes swaps (Newman-FT, Newman-FT10%, and Newman-FT20%). Table 2 presents the quality of partitions, assessed by modularity , obtained by the different algorithms implemented and applied to the tested networks. The best result found for each network is highlighted in bold font. The number of communities found by each method is also presented in Table 2 .
The analysis of Table 2 allows some remarks to be made. At first glance, it is possible to notice that the worst results are obtained for CNM and Newman's methods without modifications. When the modifications are applied (DDA and fine-tuning, resp.), on the other hand, the results exhibit excellent modularity values. Most of the best results are obtained by Newman-FT and, also, some of them are found by CNM-DDA. These results are coherent to those found in the literature, as presented in the works of Newman [15] and Danon et al. [24] , where authors strongly suggest using the modifications.
When the results obtained by the spectral method and its variations are compared, the strategy of reducing the number of nodes moved in the fine-tuning stage (proposed in this work) shows itself very promising. In some cases, moving only 10% of the nodes in the fine-tuning stage (Newman-FT10%) is enough to provide results as good as those provided when 100% of the nodes are moved (Newman-FT) . When the number of moved nodes is increased to 20% of the nodes (Newman-FT20%), the obtained modularity, in almost all the tested networks, is the same to the value obtained when 100% of the nodes are moved. In other words, in most cases, the permutation of more than 80% of the nodes in the fine-tuning stage only causes a huge waste of time and computational resources. From the analysis of Table 2 , it can be noticed that the results obtained by Newman's method with fine-tuning (even when only 10 or 20% of the nodes are moved) are always quite close to the best results found. Thus, it is a reasonable choice to use Newman's spectral method (Newman-FT) or one of its variations (Newman-FT10% or Newman-FT20%).
It is interesting to note that there is a tendency of good results obtained by the heuristic methods (CNM and CNM-DDA) for networks in which the modularity values are higher, that is, networks with a very well defined community structure.
This behaviour can be explained by the degeneracy characteristics shown by the modularity function, as presented by Good et al. [18] . In other words, there are a typically exponential number of distinct partitions with modularity values close to the optimum and this number tends to increase when the communities are better defined.
Newman's spectral method shows an interesting behaviour when applied to the largest networks (BerkStan and Com-Youtube). The quality of the partitions obtained when fine-tuning is applied is much higher if compared to the method without fine-tuning. Such results can be explained when the number of communities found is also considered. For instance, considering BerkStan, = 0.3242 and 5 communities are found by Newman's method without fine-tuning. Moreover, = 0.9189 and 105 communities are found by Newman-FT. The comparison of these results suggests that the execution of Newman's method without fine-tuning is prematurely interrupted, resulting in a partition with only 5 communities. A similar analysis can be performed for Com-Youtube network.
It is also worth noticing from Table 2 that the number of communities found by the different versions of the spectral method is not related to the quality of the partitions. In some cases, more communities are found when the modularity is higher (e.g., Football, Email, and Cit-HepTh). For other networks, less communities are found when the modularity increases (e.g., CA-AstroPh and CA-CondMat). In most cases, however, both behaviours happen for the same network; that is, for most networks, the quality of partitions is not related to the number of communities found by each variation of the spectral method (e.g., for Amazon0302, = 0.6931 and 450 communities are found by Newman's method without fine-tuning; = 0.8486 and 325 communities are found by Newman-FT; = 0.8369 and 332 communities are found by Newman-FT10%). Still, a correlation between modularity and number of communities found can not be observed when CNM and CNM-DDA are compared. Table 2 also shows that CNM and CNM-DDA tend to provide partitions with a larger number of communities when compared to Newman's spectral method and the difference is more significant in larger networks. Such behaviour can be explained by the properties of the methods. As Newman's method is performed in a top-down manner, the first partition found by the method has only one community (the entire network) and the number of communities increases as the method is executed. Thus, the partitions found by the method during its execution tend to show a low number of communities. The opposite occurs with CNM and CNM-DDA. As it performs in a bottom-up manner, the partitions found during the execution show a large number of communities. A broader investigation of the methods is performed considering the execution time for each of the 24 tested networks. For the networks with up to 1000 nodes (Karate, Dolphins, Jazz, Football, Adjnoun, Les Miserables, and Polbooks), the executions were performed almost instantly, in approximately 10 −2 seconds. A comparison of the implemented methods for community detection considering the execution time of these networks would be quite poor and inconclusive. Thus, this discussion is basically focused on the larger networks. Figure 1 allows the analysis of the execution time of the implemented methods for the networks presented in Table 1 with more than 1000 nodes. In order to provide a comparative analysis of the methods, the results shown in Figure 1 ( -axis) were normalized in respect to the execution time observed for Newman's spectral method with traditional fine-tuning (Newman-FT), which takes more time to be executed in most of the executions performed. The results are presented in log scale. For reference purpose, actual execution time of each method for each network (in seconds) using the computational environment described at the beginning of this section is also exhibited.
At first glance, it can be noticed that CNM-DDA shows a good performance in a wide number of networks. In particular, the method is executed quite fast in networks up to ∼30000 nodes. Thus, when this result is combined with other results in the literature, which suggest that CNM-DDA leads to good modularity values, the method can be considered as a reasonable choice for processing medium scale networks and a fast response is needed.
It can be also noticed from Figure 1 that DDA modification considerably improves the CNM method regarding the execution time (the same consideration can be made regarding modularity values, when Table 2 is observed) and these results are coherent with those reported in the literature and discussed in Section 3.3. The unbalanced union of communities in CNM method considerably harms the execution time, making it reasonable to apply the DDA variation to real world networks.
Still regarding time complexity, it is worth saying that the theoretical computational complexity of Newman's method, as reported in the literature, is ( 2 log ). The term log is used to represent the expected height for the division tree, which is much lower than the number of nodes and makes Newman's method to behave, in practice, very similarly to CNM method.
Another interesting point to notice is that the execution time for Newman's method, apart from depending on the network size (given by and ) and the height of the divisions tree, also depends on the number of operations performed at each division. In other words, the number of divisions and the sizes of the subnetworks to be divided at each step of the execution directly affect the total time. As a result, it may occur that, for the same network, Newman's method with 10% of the nodes swapped in the fine-tuning stage shows a higher execution time when compared to Newman's method with 20% of the nodes swapped. This can be observed in Figure 1 for the networks Cond-Mat, CondMat03, Com-Amazon, and Com-Youtube. Indeed, Newman's method (without the fine-tuning stage) shows good results regarding the execution time but, on the other hand, it leads to low modularity values when compared to other methods. Fine-tuning stage, as shown in Table 2 , significantly increases the modularity value and, on the other hand, increases the execution time. Thus, Newman's method can be considered as an elegant way of finding communities, which can be, then, refined with KernighanLin method.
Newman's and CNM-DDA methods show low execution time for a wide range of the studied networks. However, a more careful analysis reveals that, for some networks (BerkStan, Com-Youtube, Amazon0302, and Cit-HepTh), the comparison of the execution time and the quality of the partitions presented in Table 2 suggest that the execution of Newman's method is, indeed, prematurely finished, as suggested by the number of communities found and previously discussed. The reduction in the execution time, then, brings as consequence a great harm in modularity.
From the combined analysis of Table 2 and Figure 1 , a clearer comparison of the studied methods can be made. It can be noticed that, even with a higher execution time, when the implementation of Newman's method is combined with the fine-tuning stage, based on Kernighan-Lin method, the high modularity values obtained pose an interesting tradeoff between time × modularity, specially when the strategies of moving only 10% (Newman-FT10%) and 20% (Newman-FT20%), proposed in this work, are considered. It can be also argued that, even in cases where Newman-FT10% and Newman-FT20% present higher execution times, its ratio in relation to the best time obtained does not vary in scale (except in the previously mentioned cases where Newman's method without fine-tuning finishes prematurely) and the strategy of reducing the number of nodes swapped in the finetuning stage can be considered quite reasonable.
Conclusions
This work presented a study of some of the most discussed methods for community detection based on modularity: Newman's spectral method with a fine-tuning stage, the method of Clauset, Newman, and Moore (CNM), and the variation of Danon, Diaz, and Arenas (DDA) for the CNM method. The computational issues of the implemented methods were deeply analysed, in order to provide a set of high performance tools for community detection regarding execution time and memory usage. The methods were applied to a set of large scale real networks. The implementation of the fine-tuning stage proposed in this work considers a reduction in the number of swapped nodes, which enables an up to 50% faster execution without harming the quality of the partitions obtained.
The application of the implemented methods to a set of 24 networks with different features shows that the modularity obtained is consistent with the results found in the literature. Yet, for small networks (up to ∼10000 nodes), the execution is quite fast, which suggest that the application of the methods is quite appropriate in contexts where an immediate response is needed.
Newman's method with traditional fine-tuning shows the best modularity value for almost all tested networks. However, even in situations where other methods show higher modularity values, the results obtained by Newman's method with fine-tuning are close to the best result. It can be also noticed that CNM and CNM with the variation of DDA show better modularity values, compared to Newman's method when the community structure is better defined, that is, when the modularity value is high. When Newman's method with traditional fine-tuning is compared to the proposed variation, considering only 10% and 20% of nodes swap, it can be noticed that, even reducing the number of nodes moved between communities, the quality of the communities found remains very similar. On the other hand, the variation allows a faster execution and its use is very reasonable.
An analysis on the computational complexity of Newman's method and CNM method allows the observation that even though they are theoretically distinct, the execution time is very similar. This happens due to some reasons. The first one is the great sensibility of CNM to the unbalancing of the union tree. Another reason is that, on both methods, the height of the execution tree impacts the execution time and it is much lower in Newman than it is in CNM.
